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NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
HYDERABAD BRANCH
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VISAKHAPATNAM/SPI.COURT FOR NIA. CASES

CHARGE SHEET
(Under Section 173 Cr. p.C.)

STATE

Yls

Saddam Hossain AND OTHERS

I Name of the
Branch

National Investigation Agency,
Hyderabad

FIR No. RC 0212015/N|A/HYD

Year 2015

Date 23-L2-20L5

2. Final Report /
Charge Sheet No.

Charge Sheet No. 1

3 Date 29-07-20L6

4 Sections of Law Case no. RC- O2l2Ol5lNIA/Hyd
under
Sec. 489(B) and 489(C) of IPC,
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Sec, 16 of Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, 1967.
(as amended in 2014).
(as per FIR)

5 Type of Final
Report

Charge sheet against A1

6 If Final Repoft
un-occurred/
False Mistake of
factl Mistake of
law / Non
Cognizable/ Civil
Nature

Not Applicable

7 If charge
sheetedr
Original/
Supplementary

Original

8 Name of
Investigating
Officers

9 Names of the
Complainants/
Informants

10 Details of
properties/
Articles
/Documents
Recovered/
seized during
Investigation
and relied Upon.

As per Annexure II & III.
List enclosed,



11. PARTICULARS OF ACCUSED PERSONS CHARGE
SHEETED:

A-l Saddam Hossain. Aged-23 years, Son of

1 Name
2 Whether verified
3 Age
4 Father's name
5 Sex
6 Nationality
7 Passport details
8 Occupation
9 Address (present)

10 Address(Permanent)

11 Whether verified
12 Provisional Criminal No

13 Regular Criminal No.
(If known)

14 Date of arrest

15 Date of release on bail

16 Under Act and Sections
(of charge sheet)

17 Name(s) of
bailer/sureties and
Address

Previous Cases
Previous convictions
with case Reference
Status of accused

- Saddam Hossain
- Yes.
- 23 years.
. KAFILUDDIN
- Male
- Indian
- NIL
- UNEMPLOYED

- Yes

- Not applicable

-NO

- 27.72.2015

- Not Applicable

- U/s. 489(B) and 489(C) of IPC
(Scheduled Offences Under NIA Act)
- Not applicable

- Not Known
- Not Known

- Judicial Custody

18
19

20
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12. PARTICULARS OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS NOT
CHARGE SHEETED:

1. Roustam @ Hasmath (A-2) (Absconding)

2. Amirul Hoque (A-3) (in ludicial Custody), Aged-21 son of

Akbar Ali,

3. Hakim (A-4) (Absconding)

13. (i) Particulars of
Witnesses
examined

(ii) List of Documents

Separate list attached
as ANNEXURE.A

Separate list attached
as ANNEXURE.B

Separate list attached
as ANNEXURE.C

Not Applicable

As per the list enclosed
in ANNEXURE.B

L4.

15.

(iii) List of Material
Objects

If FIR is false,
action taken

Result of
Laboratory
Analysis

16. BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

16.1 , On receipt of a specific intelligence, the officers of DRl, Regional Unit,

Visakhapatnam seized Fake Indian Currency Notes (FICN) of face value of Rs.s,

01,5001 from the possession of Shri Saddam Hossain, Aged-23 years, S/o. Kafiluddin,

at Platform No.4 of

Visakhapatnam Railway Station, while he was travelling to Bangalore by Train

No.12510 Guwahati- Bengaluru Superfast Express, in berth No.1 1 of the S-5

compartment on 21.09.2015. On interrogation, Saddam Hossain admifted that the said
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FICN was smuggled into India from Bangladesh and the accused was carrying it over

to Bengaluru for delivery there.

16.2 fne officials of DRI made an inventory of the recovered Fake Indian Currency

Notes on the reasonable belief that the same had been illicitly brought / smuggled into

India in contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act 1962"

16.3 The accused Saddam Hossain was remanded to judicial custody after producing

him before the Special Judge for Economic Offences, Hyderabad.

16,4 DRI also foruarded all the seized FICN to the CFSL. The expert in CFSL in the

examination report in CFSL (Hy19OiPHYl 1712015 dt.09.10.2015 opined that,,Ail the

referred suspected currency notes of rupees 500 and 1000 denomination are

found to be high quality fake/Counterfeit Indian Currency Notes.

16.5 Additional Director ceneral, DRl, Hyderabad Zonal Unit, vide

his letter in F.No. DRI/HZUA/RU/ 48/ ENQ-2 (tNT-NtL) 2015 t1776 dated 15.10.2015

intimated the details to the NlA, New Delhi.

16.6 The Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India vide No.i1O34l110/2015-lS-

lV dt.16. 12.201 5, in exercise of the powers conferred under section 6(5) and Section 8

of the National Investigation Agency Act 2008, directed the NIA to take up the

investigation of the above mentioned case. The NIA Hyderabad Branch registered the

case as RC No. 2/201S/N|A/HYD on 23.12.2015 under sections 489-8 & 489-C lpO

and Sec.15 of UA (P) Act 1967 amended in 2014 and started investigation.

16,7 lt was revealed during the investigation that Saddam Hossain is an accomplice

in a larger conspiracy hatched to threaten the monetary stability of the country. He has

been instructed by Amirul Hoque (A-3) to go to Malda and receive the FICN and bring

it to Bangalore where he was to be paid an amount of Rs.10,000/- plus the train fare.

The FICN was arranged by Amirul Hoque (A-3) from across the border through Hakim

(A-'1) for the current transaction and through Roustam (A-2) on two earlier occasions.
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16.8 lnvestigation has established that on 19.09.201 5, the accused Saddam Hossain

(A-1) had travelled to Malda from Bangalore on the instructions of Amirul Hoque (A-3),

to collect FICN from (A-2) Roustam, however Roustam could not arrange FICN this

time. Saddam Hossain sought further instructions from Arnirul Hoque (A-3) on phone

as to what to do next. Amirul Hoque (A-3) contacted him back and asked him to collect

FICN from Hakim (A4) this time.

16.9 A-+ tnen came and met A-1 at the hotel where he was staying. He along with (A-

4) Hakim had then travelled from Malda to Kaliyachak by bus where A4 Hakim met

with his brother in law who was waiting for them. Hakim (A-4) and his brother in law

purchased a new Hero Honda Glamour motorcycle from A K Wheels Hero Honda

showroom by which they reached his brother in law's house where he collected the

FICN from Hakim (A-4).

16,10 Accused Saddam Hossain (A-1) on one occasion was also instructed by 41;ru1

Hoque (A-3) to deposit 1,50,000/- genuine currency in the Savings account number

provided by Hakim. During the investigation the sample hand writings and signatures

of A-1 were obtained under the Court order and were sent to GEQD, CFSL Hyderabad

for matching them with the handwritings obtained in the Register seized from the hotel

where he had stayed at Malda/Farakka as well as one bank deposit slip where he had

deposited 1,50,000 in the HAL Branch, Punjab National Bank, Bangalore in the account

of Hakim's Wif" I. The GEQD opined that the sample signatures

/handwritings matched with all the questioned signatures/handwritings.

17,1 During subsequent investigation, based on the leads available from the

interrogation of arrested accused Saddam Hossain (A-1) accused Roustam (A-2),

Amirul Hoque (A-3) and Hakeem (A-4) were identified and later accused Amirul Hoque

(A-3) was arrested by NIA in Bangalore on 13-02-2016. The investigation showed that

the current transaction was a part of a larger conspiracy where the accused persons

mostly based in Malda, West Bengal identify and recruit personnel as couriers for

trafficking and circulating the High quality FICN smuggled from across the international

border with an intention to threaten the monetary stability of India.

17.



17.2tne accused persons ( A-2) Roustam and (A-4) Hakim are based in Malda and

(A-3) Amirul Hoque who met (A-2) Roustam in the Jail while he was arrested and

remanded to judicial custody for possession of FICN in an eadier case of April 2015 in

HAL police station have been instrumental in identifying and recruiting persons as

couriers for kafficking and circulation of High Quality FICN in Bangalore with an

intention to threaten the monetary stability of the country. A-1 Saddam Hossain is one

such person who was identified as courier and was paid a paltry sum as expenses.

After the arrest of (A-1) Saddam Hossain, (A-3) Amirul Hoque also tried to engage one

to act as courier and traffic FICN which didn't work out.

17,3 During the period from July 2015to21.09.2015 accused Saddam Hossain (A-1)

at the instructions of Amirul Hoque (A-3), received High Quality Fake lndian Currency

Notes from Roustam (A-2) and Hakim (A4) of Malda, West Bengal, and trafficked the

same to (A-3) Amirul Hoque who circulated the FICN himself and through his associates

sucn as etc in Bangalore.

17 .4 On 20.08.201 5, A-1 Saddam Hossain withdrew Rs. 1 9500/- from ATM at Farakka

Railway Station and handed over to Roustam (A-2) for purchasing FICN. The said

amount was deposited in his account by Amirul Hoque from Bangalore.

17.5 (A-1) Saddam Hossain and Amirul Hoque (A-3) took a rented hous" !

I at Bangalore for trafficking and circulating the FICNs from July 2015 to

21.09.2015. During circulation of FICN to his buyers the accused Saddam Hossain was

cheated and had received a fake wad of papers instead of genuine currency from one

of the f. This wad of papers was later seized during pointing out in front of

independent witnesses.

17.6 On the instructions of A-3 Amirul Hoque, A-1 Saddam Hossain stayed at Hotel

I at New Farakka twice and procured FICN from Roustam on two occasions

i.e on 2.8.2015 and on 22.08.2015 and smuggled it to Bangalore and circulated the

same along with Amirul Hoque (A-3). Seizure of Arrival/departure register of I
I Farakka, are proving the presence of accused, submission of copy of the
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identity card submitted by accused and the entry made for his arrival and signature
made in this regard by accused saddam Hossain (A-1). The call detail records also
prove the movement and location of the accused A-1 . The handwritings and signatures
in the hotel register have also been found matching the specimen handwritings and

signatures of (A-1) saddam Hossain. The corresponding deposits made by (A-3) in the
account of wife of (A-2) Roustam corroborate the above findings. The handwritings and
signatures on the cash deposit slips have been found matching the specimen

handwritings and signatures of A-3 Amirul Hoque.

17.7 Accused A-1 pointed out their rented accommodation at Bangarore and

informed that they used to store and circulate the FlcN brought by him from Malda on
payment of genuine currency notes. Both the accused revealed that during the
circulation of FlcN they sell one lakh of FlcN on payment of Rs 50,000/- genuine

currency. Accused (A-3) Amirul Hoque used to deposit genuine currency in the SB

accounts numbers provided by Roustam (A-2) (Absconding accused) and A-4 Hakeem
(Absconding accused). On one occasion A-1 also had deposited 1,50,000/- in the

account number given by Hakim on instructions of A-3.

17.8 During the investigation the sample hand writings and signatures of A-1 were

obtained under the court order and were sent to GEQD, CFSL Hyderabad for matching

them with the handwritings obtained in the Register seized from the hotel where he had

stayed at Malda/Farakka as well as one bank deposit slip where he had deposited

1,50,000 in in the account of
Hakim's Wife f. The GEeD opined that the sample signatures /handwritings

matched with all the questioned signatures / handwritings.

17,9 Further on the directions of A-3 Amirul Hoque, A-1 Saddam Hossain

contacted Hakim (A-4) of Malda and collected FICNs of Rs.500 and Rs.1000

denomination which was seized by DRI officiats on 21 .09.2015. on 17.09.2015 at 9.20
PM A-1 saddam Hossain arrived at Room No.305 of Hotel Monohar of Station Road,

Jhaljhalia, Word No.23, Malda and after procuring FICNs he left for Bangalore on

19.09.2015 at 0100 PM.. seizure of Arrival/departure register from Hotel Monohar
having entries L-29122 to 29646 made in his own hand writing prove the above arrival



of accused (A-1) Saddam Hossain. The Call detail records prove the location and

movement of the accused as well as the call made to Hakim (A4).

17.10 ffre seized Fake Indian Currency Notes were forwarded to CFSL, Hyderabad

for examination by the DRI and as per CFSL examination report vide Ref in CFSL (H)/

1904/PHY 117121'15 dt.09.10.2015 and the CFSL opined that'All the referred

suspected currency notes of rupees 500 and 1000 denomination are found to be

high quality fake/ Counterfeit Indian Currency Notes".

17,11 During the course of investigation the FICN seized from (A-1) Saddam Hossain

was further sent to SPMCIL, Nasik for examination along with a questionnaire. All the

refened FICN was found to be of High Quality. The SPMCIL also opined that such fine

quality paper making, printing and finishing on large scale could only be

achieved by using highly sophisticated paper making and ultra.modern printing

machines which a common man cannot acquire, since such machines involve

large scale intrastructure and huge capital investment and that such type of

paper is not sold in open market, it is manufactured and sold under restricted

conditions to the purchaser for printing bank notes and other security products

as per required specifications.

17.12 The SPMCIL also comoared the FICN referred in this case with the other lots

referred to it by various state and central agencies and found that there is a close

similarity as regards to various physical and chemical properties of this lot of

FICN and many lots of FICNs earlier referred to Currency note Press (CNP), Nasik,

by various State /Gentral investigating agencies. The CNP also opined that fonts

for printing serial numbers for genuine Indian Currency notes are specific to

India. lt has certain specially designed type face and pre-defined character

height. In the High Quality FlCNs, the height is less and not matching with font ot

genuine note numbering.

17,13 In the confession recorded by the DRI officials the accused Saddam Hossain

(A-1), had confessed that the currency notes were fake and were smuggled into India

from Bangladesh. During the police custody Saddam Hossain (A-1) further revealed

that he has trafficked and circulated FICNs three times earlieron the directions of Amirul

Hoque (A-3). On two occasions the FICN was handed over to him by Roustam (A-2).

He af so stated that this particular consignment of FICN seized on 21.09.20'|5
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amounting to Rs.S, 01,500/- was handed over to him by Hakim (A-4) as Roustam was

not able to provide the consignment as per the directions of Amirul Hoque (A-3). He

told that this was an alternative arrangement made by Amirul Hoque (A-3) and different

from the earlier Dlan.

17.14 During course of investigation, the following modus operandi for procurement,

trafficking and circulation of high quality FlcN by terrorist gang comprising of A-1, A-2,

A-3 and A-4 has been revealed:

a) For procurement of FICN, Amirul Hoque used to place the requirement of FICN

through mobile phone to A-2 ot A4, who in turn, would message him the account

number in which money is to be deposited for the same. A-3 would then deposit
the amount according to quantity of FlcN to be purchased. As per the admission of
the accused, to obtain FICN of Rs.1,00,000f face value, an amount of Rs. 47.000/_
genuine currency has to be paid to A-2 and A-4

b) After depositing money and getting confirmation from A-2 ot A4 over mobile

phone, A-3 would then send (A-1) Saddam Hossain, to collect money from Malda

or Farrakka, as instructed by (A-2) or (A-4).

c) In the instant investigation, it is revealed that (A-i) saddam Hossain had collected
FICN on two occasions from absconding accused (A-2) Roustam and on one

occasion from absconding accused (A-4) Hakim in West Bengal, and A_3 had

deposited money in bank accounts as intimated by (A-2) and (A-4) as shown in
Table A.

d) As per investigation, saddam Hossain (A-1) at least on three previous occasions

went to Malda and Farakka, to collect FICN as per the instructions of (A_3). They
both further sold the FlcN to local contacts but they could not be located. They also

circulated the FlcN locally in Bangalore, for purchasing daily needs, groceries and
medicines.

e) The link chart in Table B brings out the linkages of all the accused persons with

each other.
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Date Deposit by
Amount

(Rs) Deposited to Account of

29.07.2015 Amirul
(A-3)

50,000

07.09.2015 Saddam
(A-1)

1,50,000

-

1 0.09.2015 Amirul 40,000

-

16.09.2015 Amirul 2,00,000

-

19.09.2015 Amirul 2,00,000

-

17.08.2015 Amirul 50,000

-

24.08.2015 Amirul 20,000

-

04.09.2015 Amirul 50,000

-

11 .'t 1 .2015 Amirul 70,000

-

Total 4 deposits amounting to 1.9 lakhs have been made by A-3 in the account of wife of A-2.
Total 3 deposits amounting to 4.4 lakhs have been made by A-3 in the account of wife of A-4.
One deposit of Rs.50000 made by A-3 in the account of Raiakul who is linked to A-2.

Table A

Table B

18. Experts Examination and Opinion:-

a. CFSL Opinion: - Examination report in CFSL (Hy19O/PHYI '1712015

d1.09.10.2015 was also received with the opinion that 'All the referred

suspected currency notes of rupees 500 and 1000 denomination are

found to be high quality fake/Gounterfeit Indian Currency Notes.'

b. SPMCIL Nashik opinion: The SPMCIL Nashik (CNP) gave a detailed

statement showing comparison of various security features of the Indian

Curency notes which have been imitated in the instant consignment seized

and therefore its extent of the breaching as per'Annexure -1". The quality

of paper used for making FICNs and its specifications are explained in

'Annexure-1".
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c. CFSL Opinion related to mobile phone seized from A-l: phone numbers
of all accused A-2, A-3 and A-4 saved in phone book. SMS sent to A_1 from
A-3 just before his arrest.

d. GEQD opinion: GEQD vide tefter No. CFSL(H)/1lh0/DOC/460/CH-LL2/ZOL6

dated 22107/2016 opined that the sample signatures /handwritings marked s1 to
s6 of Saddam Hossain matched with all the questioned signatures/handwritings

marked as Q2,Q11,Q12 and e12l1

19. CHARGE

19'1 The fact that A-1 saddam Hossain when arrested on 21t0912o1s, was found

in possession of Hiqh Quality Fake Indian currency notes of face value of Rs.5,01,500/-
with 803 notes of denomination of soo and 1 oo notes of denomination of 1000
denomination, and the fact that he was carrying the FlcN from Malda to Bangalore,

establishes his possession and as well as involvement in trafficking of High eualig
Fake lndian currency Notes. In his confession dated 22.o9.2015 recorded by the DRI

officials, in the presence of independent witnesses, the accused A-1 saddam Hossain

has confessed that the currency was Fake Indian currency and was smuggled into India

from Bangladesh and that he was to be paid Rs.1o,ooo/- plus full train fare for trafficking
the FlcN. Investigation has also established that the accused trafficked FlcNs on two
earlier occasions on the instructions of accused Amirul Hoque. The FlcN was collected
by him from A-2 Roustam on two occasions and then and from A4 Hakim at the
residence of Hakim's brother in-law in the instant transaction. Hence the investigation
has established that the accused A-1 saddam Hossain has committed offences
punishable u/s. 489-8 and 489-C of tpC.

19.2 Sufficient material evidence has been collected to charge the arrested accused
persons saddam Hosain (A-1) and Amirul Hoque (A-3) for commission of offences
under sections 16, 18 and 20 of uA(p) Act in the instant case and sanction of the
central Government under section 45 of the unlavvful Activities (prevention) Act, 1967

as amended is being sought in this regard.

19,3, lt is, therefore, prayed that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to take
cognizance of the offences punishable under sections 4g9 B and 4g9 c of lpc
and any other offences as deemed fit against the accused saddam Hossain (A.,1)
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and issue processes to the said accused person to stand trial in the court in

accordance with law
20. Despatched on : 29-07-2016

21. No. of enclosures : 03

Forwarded by

22. List of enclosures : ANNEXURE - A (LIST OF WITNESSES)

ANNEXURE - B (LIST OF DOCUMENTS)

ANNEXURE - C (LIST OF MATERIAL OBJECTS)
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